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Abstract

In line with the overall modular approach of LFG, we assume that the
morphological component has its own internal structure andobeys univer-
sal and language-particular constraints on word formationthat need not be
shared by other levels of structure. Following Sadler and Spencer (2001),
Kaplan and Butt (2002), Spencer (2006, 2013), and many others, we assume
that the morphological component of the grammar associatesa word form
with a set of morphological features representing the structure and contribu-
tion of the word, often analyzed as identifying a slot in a paradigm. This view
presupposes arealizational theory of morphology as proposed by, among
others, Stump (2001, 2006, 2012); it is, however, compatible not only with
explicitly paradigm-based models, but with any realizational theory which
relates words to feature sets encoding their grammatical properties and struc-
ture, including finite state theories of morphology (Kaplanand Kay, 1994;
Beesley and Karttunen, 2003). Here, we show how lexical entries for word
forms are produced on the basis of input from a realizationalmorphological
component.

1 The Morphology-Syntax Interface in LFG

In common with much LFG work, we assume that the morphological component
of the grammar associates syntactic, semantic, and other information with word
forms, producing lexical entries for word forms.

A note about terminology is in order. Morphologists often use the term ‘lexical
entry’ to refer to information associated with alexemerather than a word form.
Here, we use the term ‘lexical entry’ to refer to aword form (for example, the
plural noundogs) and its associated syntactic, semantic, and phonologicalinfor-
mation. We will use the termlexemic entryto refer to the pairing between a lexeme
and the f-description encoding grammatical information that all word forms of the
lexeme have in common (what Ackerman and Stump (2004) call the ‘lexemicon’).

1.1 The Lexical Entry: Grammatical Information Associated with
Word Forms

We assume that the full lexical entry for the plural noundogscontains at least the
following information1 (Dalrymple and Mycock 2011; Mycock and Lowe 2013;
Dalrymple et al. 2015; see Bögel 2015 for a related proposal):

†Thanks to Miriam Butt, Ron Kaplan, John Lowe, Louise Mycock,and Andy Spencer for detailed
comments on drafts, and to the audience at LFG15 for helpful discussion.

1Depending on theoretical assumptions, additional features such asPERSor CASE may also be
required to be present.
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(1) Full lexical entry fordogs:

s-form (• FM) = dogs
λ(π(•)) = N
(↑ PRED) = ‘dog’
(↑ NUM) = PL

dog∈ (↑σι (↑σ DF))
pl ∈ (↑σι (↑σ DF))
/dOgz/

c-structure category
f-description

p-form

We follow Dalrymple and Mycock (2011) and Mycock and Lowe (2013) in dis-
tinguishing two aspects of the string, thes-string and thep-string. The p-string
for a word form is divided into prosodic units, each of which is related by rules of
phonology and prosody to the p-form. In this lexical entry, the p-form is /dOgz/. For
more on prosodic structure and its representation, see Mycock and Lowe (2013),
Dalrymple et al. (2015), and Bögel (2015).

The s-string is composed of s-string units. The s-string unit for a word form is
represented in its lexical entry by the symbol•, meaning the current s-string unit:
its use is similar to the∗ symbol standing for the current node of the phrase struc-
ture tree. Each s-string unit is an attribute-value structure containing the attribute
FM whose value is a string representing the form of the word, as well as additional
attributes and values which we will not discuss here. S-string units are related to
terminal nodes of the c-structure tree via the projection function π, as shown in
(2). In (1), the s-string unit contributed by the word formdogs is related to the
c-structure node labelled with the category ‘N’, as specified in the second line of
the entry:π is the function from s-string units to terminal nodes of the c-structure
tree, andλ is the labelling function for c-structure nodes (Kaplan, 1995). The rest
of the lexical entry contains f-structural information (specification of thePREDand
NUM of dogs) and two meaning contributions, the meaning of the lexemeDOG and
the semantic contribution of the plural morphology.

(2) ...

N

f :

[
PRED ‘ DOG’
NUM PL

]

[ FM DOGS] dog∈ (fσι (fσ DF))
pl ∈ (fσι (fσ DF))

φ

π

Our purpose in the following is to show how the s-form, p-form, c-structure cat-
egory, and f-description for a word form are determined on the basis of the mor-
phological structure of the word form, given a theory of morphological realization
for the language. For simplicity, in the following exposition we will omit meaning
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constructors and other nonsyntactic constraints in the f-description, working with
a simplified lexical entry such as (3):

(3) Simplified lexical entry assumed here:

s-form (• FM) = dogs
λ(π(•)) = N
(↑ PRED) = ‘dog’
(↑ NUM) = PL

/dOgz/

c-structure category
f-description

p-form

It is important to keep in mind that this simple f-description is a stand-in for
the fully complete lexical entry, which encodes syntactic,semantic, information-
structural, and other information by means oftemplates(Dalrymple et al., 2004)
enabling the statement of generalizations across lexical entries, lexemic entries,
and rule annotations within and across languages.

1.2 Lexical entriesL
Building on proposals by Kaplan and Butt (2002), we recast the different compo-
nents of the lexical entry in (3) as a relationL involving an s-form, a p-form, a
possibly complex c-structure category, and an f-description.

(4) L<s-form, p-form, category, f-description>

The lexical entry given in (5) represents exactly the same information as in (3), but
in a more convenient format for the definitions that we will provide.

(5) L<dogs,
/dOgz/,
N,
{(↑ PRED)=‘dog’, (↑ NUM)=PL}>

1.3 Types of Morphological Features

We assume a realizational morphological component in whichtwo types of mor-
phological features are relevant.Morphomic featuresare relevant only for mor-
phological realization, and play no role in other components of the grammar. The
proper treatment of morphomic features and their role in morphological realiza-
tion is an important issue in morphological theory, but since we do not depend on
a specific theory of morphological realization, we will havenothing to say about
morphomic features. A standard example of a morphomic feature is inflectional or
declensional class.

M-featuresare any morphological features that have relevance for other com-
ponents of the grammar: that is, any morphological featuresother than morphomic
features (Sadler and Spencer, 2001; Spencer, 2006). We follow Sadler and Spencer
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(2001) in prefixing morphological features withM-: for instance, writing the m-
feature for morphologically encoded tense asM-TENSE, and the m-feature for mor-
phologically encoded past tense asM-TENSE:PAST (Sadler and Spencer, 2001).

1.4 Lexemic Entries and the Lexemic Index

Spencer (2013) proposes that lexemic entries (which he calls ‘lexical representa-
tions’) have the following four components:

(6) Lexemic entries: Spencer (2013)

FORM: the form of the root and any non-predictable stem forms
SYN: syntactic information and requirements
SEM: a representation of the meaning of the lexeme

LI: a Lexemic Index, an arbitrary label identifying the lexeme

SYN and SEM constitute the f-description associated with the lexeme. We follow
Spencer (2013) in assuming that each lexemic root is associated with a unique
identifier, its Lexemic Index (similar to the LexID proposedby Stump 2001).

Building on Spencer (2013), we define alexemic entryas a three-place relation
LE involving (1) the form of the root and any non-predictable stem forms; (2) an
f-descriptionL that encodes syntactic, semantic, and other information associated
with the lexeme, filling the role of Spencer’s SYN and SEM; and(3) the Lexemic
Index.

(7) General form of lexemic entry:

LE <root & idiosyncratic stem forms, f-description, Lexemic Index>

Lexemic entries for the lexemes with Lexemic IndexDOG1 andCHILD1 are as
follows:

(8) Lexemic entry for the lexemeDOG1:

LE <{ROOT:dog}, {(↑ PRED)=‘dog’}, DOG1>

(9) Lexemic entry forCHILD1:

LE <{ROOT: child; STEM1: children}, {(↑ PRED)=‘child’}, CHILD1>

The full f-description for a word form is obtained by combining the f-descriptionL
for the lexeme and the f-descriptionM representing morphologically encoded gram-
matical information, as we will soon see.

1.5 The Realization RelationR

We assume that the morphological component specifies a morphological realiza-
tion relationR, a set of four-place relations which we will callm-entries: R asso-
ciates a Lexemic Index, an s-form, and a p-form with a set of m-features.
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(10) General form of m-entry:

R <LexemicIndex, s-form, p-form, m-features>

For the word formdogs, we have the following m-entry:

(11) M-entry for the word formdogs:

R <DOG1, dogs, /dOgz/,{M-CAT:NOUN, M-NUM :PL}>

We assume that the m-entries for each language are defined entirely by the mor-
phological realization componentR. The realization relationR for a language
accounts for all aspects of the realization of word forms in the language, encom-
passing a theory of derivational and inflectional morphology, and encoding gener-
alizations about affix ordering, stress placement, and other morphological patterns
for the language. Our modular theory of the interface between the morphological
component and the rest of the grammar makes no assumptions about the precise
nature ofR or the internal details of the morphological component; in the current
context,R is simply a means of associating m-features with p-forms ands-forms
relative to a lexemic root, and is compatible with any realizational theory of mor-
phology.

1.6 The Description FunctionD

Finally, we require a means of interpreting the m-features for a word form as they
are relevant to the rest of the grammar. We follow Kaplan and Butt (2002) in posit-
ing a description functionD, which maps a set of m-features to the appropriate c-
structure category and f-descriptionM , given a Lexemic Index (LI).D corresponds
to what Andrews (2005) callsF , and to what Sadler and Nordlinger (2004) call a
“lexical transducer” relating m-features to grammatical specifications.

(12) General form of the description functionD:

D <LI, m-features, category, f-descriptionM>

For the word formdogs, D maps the m-features{M-CAT:NOUN, M-NUM :PL} to
the c-structure category N and the simplified f-description{(↑ NUM)=PL}:

(13) D <DOG1,
{M-CAT:NOUN, M-NUM :PL},
N,
{(↑ NUM)=PL}>

1.7 L Defined in Terms ofD, LE, andR

We can now defineL in terms of the set of lexemic entriesLE, the morpholog-
ical realization relationR, and the description functionD which interprets the
m-features to produce a c-structure category and f-description. L is the set of all
lexical entries of the following form:
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<s-form, p-form, category, f-descriptionL∪ f-descriptionM >

which meet the conditions imposed byLE,R, andD:

(14) L = {<s-form, p-form, category, f-descriptionL∪ f-descriptionM > :
LE <root (and idiosyncratic stem forms), f-descriptionL , LI> ∧
R <LI, s-form, p-form, m-features> ∧
D <LI, m-features, category, f-descriptionM >}

The diagram in (15) shows the flow of information in determining L:

(15) Lexemic entriesLE
<root & stems, f-descriptionL , LI>

Morphological realizationR
<LI, s-form, p-form, m-feats>

Description functionD
<LI, m-feats, category, f-descriptionM>

Lexical entriesL
L<s-form, p-form, category, f-descriptionL ∪ f-descriptionM >

The diagram in (16) shows how the lexical entry fordogsis defined, given the other
components:

(16) Lexemic entryLE
<{ROOT:dog},{(↑ PRED)=‘dog’} , DOG1>

Morphological realizationR
<DOG1, dogs, /dOgz/,{M-CAT:N,M-NUM :PL}>

Description functionD
<DOG1, {M-CAT:N,M-NUM :PL}, N, {(↑ NUM)=PL}>

Lexical entriesL
L<dogs, /dOgz/, N,

︷ ︸︸ ︷
{(↑ PRED) = ‘dog’,

︷ ︸︸ ︷
(↑ NUM) = PL}>

Different features and structures are relevant and visibleto different components
of the grammar. Morphomic features are represented internal to R, and are not
visible to L. The Lexemic Index and m-features that are relevant for other com-
ponents of the grammar are interpreted withinL, but do not appear in the lexical
entries defined byL (Kaplan and Butt, 2002). This maintains a clean separation
between morphomic features and other m-features, and between morphology and
the other components of the grammar. In this way, the currentproposal aligns itself
with the Principle of Morphology-Free Syntax (Pullum and Zwicky, 1988; Zwicky,
1992), and contrasts with proposals that reject the Lexicalist Hypothesis, including
Distributed Morphology (Embick and Noyer, 2007) and the Exo-Skeletal Model
(Borer, 2013).

2 Morphological Features and Morphological Classes

In this section, we present some simple and informal examples of theD-mapping.
The intention is to illustrate the range and types ofD-mappings that may be re-
quired, given various alternative assumptions about the best way of treating a par-
ticular grammatical construction or the grammatical consequences of a particular
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morphological alternation. In line with the overall architecture of LFG, our ap-
proach is modular in the sense that any particular theory of the realization relation
R is generally compatible with a range of different possibilities for syntactic and
semantic analysis. An example of this is presented in Section 2.1, where two al-
ternative syntactic analyses of the English “affix hopping”pattern are considered
in the context of the same theory of realizationR for English. Our theory of the
D-mapping as the interface between the morphological component and the rest of
the grammar must be flexible enough to allow expression of alternative grammat-
ical analyses on the basis of the same morphological realization relationR, and
also to encompass alternative morphological assumptions about the nature ofR,
given a particular body of assumptions about the proper grammatical analysis of a
syntactic construction.

We useD⇒ informally for theD-mapping in this section. The full formal defi-
nition of D, to be provided in Section 3, covers all of the types ofD-mappings to
be examined in the rest of this section.

2.1 C-Structurally Relevant M-Features

English auxiliaries must appear in a particular linear sequence; this is the well-
known “affix hopping” pattern (Chomsky, 1957):

(17) a. They are swimming.

b. They have swum.

c. They have been swimming.

d. *They have are swum./*They have swimming.

Here we discuss two different LFG analyses of affix hopping. We do not take a
position on which analysis is correct; rather, we use the twoalternative analyses as
illustrations of how theD-mapping works, and in particular to show how different
definitions of theD-mapping from the same m-features give rise to different c-
structure categories and f-descriptions depending on the syntactic analysis that is
assumed.

Butt et al. (1996a,b) introduce a separate projection,morphosyntactic struc-
ture, reachable via theµ function from the c-structure. The role of morphosyntactic
structure is to keep track of morphosyntactic dependenciessuch as affix hopping:
on their analysis, embedding relations in morphosyntacticstructure mirror embed-
ding relations at c-structure, and the f-structure is monoclausal.
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(18) is swimming, Butt et al. (1996a,b):
[

VFORM FIN

DEP [ VFORM PRESPART]

]
(Morphosyntactic structure)

V′

V

is

VP

V

swimming 


PRED ‘swim〈SUBJ〉’
TENSE PRS

ASPECT PROG


 (F-structure)

φ

µ

We assume that the present participle formswimmingis associated via the realiza-
tion relationR with the m-featuresM-CAT:VERB andM-VFORM:PRESPART:

(19) M-entry for the word formswimming:

R <SWIM1, swimming, /swImIN/, {M-CAT:VERB, M-VFORM:PRESPART}>

On the analysis of Butt et al. (1996a,b), the m-featureM-VFORM:PRESPARTcorre-
sponds to the featureVFORM with valuePRESPARTat morphosyntactic structure,
and the featureASPECT with valuePROGat f-structure. For this analysis, the re-
quiredD-mapping is given in (20):

(20) D mapping, Butt et al. (1996a,b):

M-VFORM:PRESPART
D⇒ {(∗̂µ VFORM)=PRESPART, (↑ ASPECT)=PROG}

On this analysis, then, a single m-feature (here, the m-featureM-VFORM:PRESPART)
can map to an f-description consisting of more than one equation.

Frank and Zaenen (2002) present an alternative analysis of affix hopping in
which morphosyntactic structure is projected from f-structure rather than from c-
structure. Their analysis also appeals to complex c-structure categories such as
V[fin,be], encoding fine-grained specifications over subtypes of standard categories
like VP, V′, or V.2 The parameters of a complex category are written in square
brackets after the category label: a complex category like V[fin,be] is appropriate
for a word form that is a verb (V) and can be categorized as finite (fin) and a
form of the verbbe. Parameter matching in c-structure rules allows for featural
information to be passed through the c-structure, and for the c-structure position
of words with particular parameters to be constrained. For example, if we assume
that the first parameter of the V′ category can be instantiated to one of the three
values ‘fin’, ‘inf’, and ‘part’, and furthermore that the V′’s parameter must match

2Miriam Butt [p.c.] notes that a similar complex-category-based analysis is implemented
in the English Pargram grammar, and can be inspected throughthe INESS interface athttp:
//clarino.uib.no/iness/xle-web.
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the first parameter of its V daughter, the rule in (21a) is a concise abbreviation of
the three rules in (21b). All three of the rules in (21b) require a form of the verbbe
to be followed by a present participle form, and as such license a phrase such asis
swimming.

(21) a. V′[ ftness]−→ V[ ftness,be] V[prespart]

b. V′[fin]−→ V[fin,be] V[prespart]

V′[inf] −→ V[inf,be] V[prespart]

V′[part]−→ V[part,be] V[prespart]

Under the assumptions of Frank and Zaenen (2002), the c-structure, f-structure,
and morphosyntactic structure foris swimmingis as in (22):

(22) is swimming, Frank and Zaenen (2002):

(Morphosyntactic structure)

[
VFORM FIN

DEP [ VFORM PRESPART]

]

V′[fin]

V[fin,be]

is

V[prespart]

swimming 


PRED ‘swim〈SUBJ〉’
TENSE PRS

ASPECT PROG


 (F-structure)

φ

µ

We assume that the finite formis has the following m-entry:

(23) M-entry for the word formis:

R <BE1, is, /Iz/, {M-CAT:VERB, M-VTYPE:BE, M-VFORM:FIN}>
On Frank and Zaenen’s analysis, theD-mapping maps from m-features to com-
plex c-structure categories as well as determining the f-description. A combination
of three m-features determines the complex c-structure category V[fin,be] for the
word form is:

(24) D-mapping to complex c-structure category, Frank and Zaenen(2002):

{M-CAT:VERB, M-VTYPE:BE, M-VFORM:FIN} D⇒ V[fin,be]

The M-VFORM:FIN feature is also involved in specifying the value of theVFORM

feature at morphosyntactic structure:

(25) D-mapping to f-description, Frank and Zaenen (2002):

M-VFORM:FIN
D⇒ {(↑µVFORM)=FIN}

Note that in the Frank and Zaenen (2002) analysis, more than one m-feature is
involved in a singleD-mapping relation, as in (24); furthermore, two differentD-
mapping relations may depend on the same m-feature, here, the M-VFORM feature,
which appears in both (24) and (25). Our formal definition ofD must therefore
allow for these possibilities.
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2.2 F-descriptionM Dependent on Inflectional Class

It may sometimes be necessary for theD-mapping to depend on the simultaneous
presence of more than one m-feature, and our formal definition of D must there-
fore be formulated to allow the mapping for each m-feature tobe constrained by
reference to the other m-features associated with a word form. For example, the
past tense form of an English verb may be the same as its past participial form, or
the two forms may differ. In what we will call Class 1, the pastparticiple form is
the same as the past tense form; in what we will call Class 2, there are two separate
forms.

(26) ROOT PAST TENSE PAST PARTICIPLE

CLASS 1: meet met
talk talked
make made

CLASS 2: give gave given
take took taken

One possible analysis of these patterns is to assume that inflectional class, repre-
sented asM-CLASS, is an m-feature which can be relevant inD-mapping. Accord-
ing to this analysis, the following m-entries are required:

(27) M-entries for English verb forms:

R <MEET1, met, /mEt/, {M-CAT:VERB, M-ICLASS:1, M-TENSE:PAST}>

R <GIVE1, gave, /geIv/, {M-CAT:VERB, M-ICLASS:2, M-TENSE:PAST}>
R <GIVE1, given, /gIv@n/, {M-CAT:VERB, M-ICLASS:2, M-FORM:PPART}>

Notice that on this analysis, there is only one m-entry for the Class 1 verb formmet,
associated with the m-featureM-TENSE:PAST. TheD-mapping rules given in (28)
produce the correct f-descriptions for these word forms: a disjunction specifying
either past tense or the past participial form for Class 1 verbs likemeet, and separate
rules for past tense and past participial forms for Class 2 verbs likegive.

(28) a. Past participle homophonous with past tense form in Class 1 verbs:

M-TENSE:PAST
D⇒ {{(↑ TENSE)=PAST | (↑ VFORM)=PPART}} in the

presence of the m-featureM-ICLASS:1.

b. Separate past participle and past tense form in Class 2 verbs:

M-TENSE:PAST
D⇒ {(↑ TENSE)=PAST} in the presence of the m-feature

M-ICLASS:2.

M-FORM:PPART
D⇒ {(↑ VFORM)=PPART}

If we adopt this analysis,M-ICLASS is not a morphomic feature relevant only for
morphological realization, but is crucial in the definitionof D in determining the
full f-description for a verb form.
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2.3 Lexical Exceptions: F-descriptionM Dependent on Lexemic Index

We include the Lexemic Index as a component of the description functionD in or-
der to allow for the possibility that the interpretation of aset of m-features varies for
different lexemes, and is thus dependent on the Lexemic Index. This is another kind
of context-dependence that may be relevant in the definitionof theD-mapping.

For example, Acquaviva (2008, page 19) proposes that the noun measlesis
exceptional in being morphologically plural (involving suffixation of plural -s to a
base, and so carrying the m-featureM-NUM :PL) but syntactically singular, and so
bearing the f-structure equation (↑ NUM)=SG:

(29) Measles is/*are a terrible disease.

Support for the view thatmeaslesis morphologically plural, consisting of the root
measlefollowed by plural-s, is provided by attested examples of the uninflected
form measleas the first member of a compound:

(30) a. New needle-freemeasle vaccine‘could save thousands of children’s
lives’ (headline inThe Telegraph, 17 Aug 2009)

b. ...it is reasonable because though we have never found ameasle germ
associated withmeasle-symptomswe have in cases with like symptoms
found, not indeedmeasle germs, but things of the same sort... (Wisdom,
1968)

If we adopt this generalization, theD-mapping for a set of m-features may differ
depending on the Lexemic Index LI. In the case at hand, we haveone mapping
involving theM-NUM feature formeasles, and another mapping for all other nouns:

(31) Measlesas a lexical exception:

M-NUM :PL
D⇒ {(↑ NUM)=SG} if LI = MEASLES1,

otherwiseM-NUM :PL
D⇒ {(↑ NUM)=PL}.

This analytic possibility may or may not arise, depending onthe particular the-
ory of the morphology-syntax-semantics interface that is adopted. An alternative,
more restrictive hypothesis is thatD never takes the LI into account, and always
relates a given set of m-features to the same f-description;this would require an
alternative account of the difference between a syntactically singular noun like
measlesand a syntactically plural noun likedogs. If such an account is shown
to be available and preferable for all word forms, we need notinclude the LI as a
component of the description functionD. Future work will show whether the more
restrictive hypothesis is viable, or if the LI must be taken into account in at least
some cases of theD-mapping.
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2.4 Defaults in F-descriptionM

Some morphological theories assume defaults: that is, the absence of a feature is
interpreted as indicating the presence of some grammaticalproperty. Hence, the
D-mapping must be formulated so as to allow for the possibility of introducing a
particular f-description if no m-feature of a certain type is present.3

For example, we might propose that nouns are assumed to be syntactically
singular if the plural m-feature does not appear, so that plural nouns are associated
with the m-featureM-NUM :PL, and singular nouns lack aM-NUM feature.

(32) Singular number as a morphological default for nouns:

Introduce the f-description{(↑ NUM)=SG} if there is an m-featureM-CAT:N
but noM-NUM m-feature in the m-description.

3 The Description FunctionD

3.1 Previous Definitions ofD

In their analysis of the morphology-syntax interface, Kaplan and Butt (2002) as-
sume that theD-mapping is defined very simply: the f-description correspond-
ing to a set of m-features is constructed by examining one m-feature at a time,
mapping it to a partial f-description independent of the presence or absence of
other m-features. To illustrate their approach, they propose an analysis of the
German nounKätzchenwhich assumes that it is ambiguous, and that the corre-
lation between number and case is captured by positing two different R-relations
producing two different lexical entries, one with singularnumber and indetermi-
nate NOM/DAT/ACC case, and the other with plural number and indeterminate
NOM/GEN/DAT/ACC case:

(33) Kaplan and Butt (2002),Kätzchen:

a. R <K ÄTZCHEN1, Kätzchen, /kEts.ç@n/,
{M-ROOT:KATZE, M-CATEGORY:NOUN, M-DIMIN , M-GEND:NEUT,
M-NUM :SG, M-CASE:NOM/DAT/ACC}>

b. R <K ÄTZCHEN1, Kätzchen, /kEts.ç@n/,
{M-ROOT:KATZE, M-CATEGORY:NOUN, M-DIMIN , M-GEND:NEUT,
M-NUM :PL, M-CASE:NOM/GEN/DAT /ACC}>

Kaplan and Butt (2002) provide the following set ofD-mappings from m-features
to f-descriptions:

3Note that we neither advocate nor deplore the use of defaultsin defining theD-mapping relation;
whether or not defaults are needed in theD-mapping for a language depends on the characteristics
of the morphological realization relationR and the syntactic rules and constraints for the language.
Our aim is to formulate theD-mapping in a flexible enough way to allow for various alternative
assumptions about the realization relationR andD-mapping for the language under analysis.
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(34) Kaplan and Butt’s (2002) description functionD for each m-feature:

D(M-ROOT:KATZE) = {(↑ PRED) = ‘Katze’}
D(M-CATEGORY:NOUN) = {N, (↑ NTYPE) = COUNT}

D(M-DIMIN ) = {(↑ DIMIN ) = +}
D(M-GEND:NEUT) = {(↑ GEND) = N}

D(M-NUM :SG) = {(↑ NUM) = SG}
D(M-NUM :PL) = {(↑ NUM)= PL}

D(M-CASE:NOM/DAT/ACC) = {(↑ CASE) ∈ {NOM,DAT,ACC}}
D(M-CASE:NOM/GEN/DAT /ACC) = {(↑ CASE) ∈ {NOM,GEN,DAT,ACC}}

On this simple view, there are no mappings from multiple m-features to a complex
c-structure category (as we saw in 24), and the same m-feature cannot be involved
in two differentD-mapping relations (as we saw in 24 and 25). This view also does
not allow for lexical exceptions taking into account the Lexemic Index (as we saw
in 31), or for defaults in theD-mapping (as we saw in 32). Rather, the f-description
corresponding to a set of m-features is just the union of all of the f-descriptions for
each m-feature:

(35) Kaplan and Butt’s (2002) description functionD for a set of m-features:

D({d1, d2, ..., dn}) = D({d1}) ∪ D({d2}) ∪ ... D({dn})

This assumption is shared by Andrews (2005), who proposes a similar definition
for his version ofD, which he callsF . This simple approach is adequate for many
cases, but as we have seen, it is not adequate for all of the analytical possibilities
that may arise.

3.2 Definition ofD

We propose a definition ofD that allows for the more complex cases examined in
Section 2:

(36) D <LI, m-features, category, f-descrdefault∪ f-descrfeat > if and only if
Dcat <LI, m-features, category> and
Ddefault <LI, m-features, f-descrdefault > and
Dfeats<LI, m-features, f-descrfeats>.

The subsidiary definitionsDcat, Ddefault, andDfeatsare specified on a language-
by-language basis, though there is likely to be a great deal of commonality in their
definitions across languages; this is an important topic of research in the interface
between morphology and other components of the grammar.

The (possibly complex) c-structure category for a word formis specified by
Dcat on the basis of the L(exical) I(ndex) and the m-features. Thef-description for
the word form is determined by combining two subsidiary f-descriptions: Dfeats
contributes the f-description that is specified by the m-features associated with the
word form, andDdefault contributes the default f-description that appears in the
absence of certain marked m-features.
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3.2.1 Defining the C-Structure Category

If complex categories are not assumed, the definition ofDcat is very simple, ap-
pealing to a straightforward specification of the c-structure category by the m-
featureM-CAT:

(37) Dcat <LI, m-features, N> if and only if M-CAT:N ∈ m-features.
Dcat <LI, m-features, V> if and only if M-CAT:V ∈ m-features.
Dcat <LI, m-features, Adj> if and only if M-CAT:ADJ ∈ m-features.
...

If complex categories are assumed, more than one m-feature might be involved in
the full specification of a complex category. Here is a representative example of a
Dcat rule for the complex category V[fin,be] in the analysis of affix hopping shown
in example (22):

(38) Dcat <LI, m-features, V[fin,be]>
if and only if {M-CAT:VERB,M-VTYPE:BE,M-VFORM:FIN} ⊆ m-features.

According to the definition ofD in (36), Dcat is required to apply in order to
determine the c-structure category of a word form. It does not do any “feature
accounting”, however; whether the definition ofDcat appeals to one m-feature or
more than one, all of the m-features are passed on toDdefault to check for the
application of rules involving privative m-features and defaults.

3.2.2 Privative M-features and Defaults

We assume that a set of default/privativeD-mapping rules is defined for each
language (including the possibility of no default mapping rules). Assuming that
Ddefault containsn default rules, the default f-description results from applying
each of then rules in turn:

(39) Default mappingsDdefault:

Ddefault <LI, m-features,d1 ∪ d2 ∪ ...dn > if and only if
D1default <LI, m-features,d1 > and
D2default <LI, m-features,d2 > and
...
Dndefault<LI, m-features,dn >.

The rule in (40) is a schematic rule illustrating the generalform of default rules:

(40) Schematic default rule:

D1default <LI, m-features,f1 > if m1 6∈ m-features (and possibly other
conditions as well),

otherwiseD1default <LI, m-features,∅ >.
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For example, the following rule introduces a singular f-description for a noun that
does not have aM-NUM :PL feature:

(41) Example: Default mapping to a singular f-description in the absence of a
plural m-feature

D1default <LI, m-features,{(↑ NUM)=SG}>
if M-CAT:N ∈ m-features andM-NUM :PL 6∈ m-features,

otherwiseD1default <LI, m-features,∅ >.

As with the Dcat rules, theDdefault rules are not involved in “feature account-
ing”: once the default rules have applied to a set of m-features, that set is passed
unchanged to theDfeatsrule.

3.2.3 F-descriptions corresponding to m-features

Finally, theDfeats rule applies. This rule keeps track of features, and each m-
feature must be accounted for by aDfeats rule. However, theD-mapping for an
m-feature might correspond to an empty f-description: for example, a feature that
specifies only c-structure category information might correspond to the empty f-
description.

(42) Mapping m-features to f-descriptions:

Dfeats<LI, {m1,m2, ...mn}, d1 ∪ d2 ∪ ...dn > if and only if
Dfeats<LI, m1, {m1,m2, ...mn}, d1 > and
Dfeats<LI, m2, {m1,m2, ...mn}, d2 > and
...
Dfeats<LI, mn, {m1,m2, ...mn}, dn >.

Simple D-mappings from m-features to f-descriptions An example of a sim-
ple mapping from theM-CASE feature to syntactic case is shown in (43):

(43) Example: Simple mapping fromM-CASE to syntactic case

Dfeats<LI, M-CASE:NOM, m-features,{(↑ CASE)=NOM}>.
Dfeats<LI, M-CASE:ACC, m-features,{(↑ CASE)=ACC}>.
Dfeats<LI, M-CASE:DAT, m-features,{(↑ CASE)=DAT}>.
Dfeats<LI, M-CASE:GEN, m-features,{(↑ CASE)=GEN}>.

In formulating theDfeats rules for a language, it may be useful to appeal to a no-
tational convention that allows for reuse of an m-feature value as the value of the
corresponding f-structure feature, borrowing the underscore notation for the argu-
ment of a parametrized template (Dalrymple et al., 2004) to indicate that morpho-
logical case always matches syntactic case. Here, the valueof theM-CASE feature
is represented asCASE with a preceding underscore, and is reused as the value of
the f-structure featureCASE.
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(44) Notational convention: General mapping from anyM-CASE to the corre-
sponding f-structureCASE specification, abbreviating the rules in (43)

Dfeats<LI, M-CASE: CASE, m-features,{(↑ CASE)= CASE}>.

Context-sensitiveD-mappings We have seen that aD-mapping rule for a par-
ticular m-feature may depend on the presence or absence of other m-features. For
example, in Section 2.2 we saw that the f-description for a verb with m-feature
M-VFORM:PAST can depend on the inflectional class of the verb. The following
Dfeatsrule captures this dependency:

(45) Example:D-mapping dependent on theM-CLASS m-feature

Dfeats<LI, M-VFORM:PAST, m-features,{{(↑ TENSE)=PAST | (↑ VFORM)=PPART}}>
if and only if M-CLASS:1 ∈ m-features.

Dfeats<LI, M-VFORM:PAST, m-features,{(↑ TENSE)=PAST}}>
if and only if M-CLASS:2 ∈ m-features.

VacuousD-mappings Since theDfeatsmapping maps each individual m-feature
to an f-description, we require aDfeatsmapping rule for each m-feature, even those
that do not correspond to an f-description. A schematic rolefor such inert m-
features is the following:

(46) D-mapping to the empty f-description for an inert m-featurem1

Dfeats<LI, m1, m-features,∅ >.

For example, theM-CLASS feature may be important in controlling the mapping of
other features (such as theM-VFORM feature, as shown in 45), but it may not itself
correspond to any f-description; that is to say, it maps to the empty f-description∅.

(47) Example:D-mapping to the empty f-description for theM-CLASS:1 and
M-CLASS:2 m-features

Dfeats<LI, M-CLASS:1, m-features,∅ >.

Dfeats<LI, M-CLASS:2, m-features,∅ >.

For succinctness, we can introduce an additional notational convention: specifi-
cation of an m-feature attribute likeM-CLASS without specifying a value is inter-
preted as signifying all possible values for theM-CLASS feature.

(48) Example:D-mapping to the empty f-description for theM-CLASS m-feature
with any value

Dfeats<LI, M-CLASS, m-features,∅ >.
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D-mappings dependent on the LI Finally, the Lexemic Index is relevant for
analyses involving lexically idiosyncraticD-mappings. Schematically, such anal-
yses are of the following form:

(49) Schematic mapping for a lexical exception, dependent on the Lexemic Index:

Dfeats<LI, m1, m-features,f1 > if LI = l1,

otherwiseDfeats<LI, m1, m-features,f2 >.

For example, we can treat the nounmeaslesas a lexical exception, morphologically
plural but syntactically singular:

(50) Example: Mapping to syntactically singular f-description for the morpho-
logically plural nounmeasles, and to plural f-description for all other nouns

Dfeats<LI, M-NUM :PL, m-features,{(↑ NUM)=SG}> if LI = MEASLES1,

otherwiseDfeats<LI, M-NUM :PL, m-features,{(↑ NUM)=PL}>.

4 Conclusion

We have proposed a definition ofL as the set of lexical entries for the word forms
of a language. We rely on a set of lexemic entriesLE and a morphological real-
izational componentR which associates a set of m-features with a word form of a
lexeme in the language. The description functionD for the language maps from
m-features to c-structure categories and f-descriptions.We hope that the propos-
als we have made will enable further exploration of the placeof morphology in
the architecture of LFG and the interface between morphology and the rest of the
grammar.
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